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The importance of who, what, when, where, why, and how in a conversation 
 

       When communicating with someone or to a group of people there are many things that can affect the 

outcome of the conversation.  Most people usually focus only on what is said during the conversation and 

nothing else.  There are other factors to put into consideration when communicating with someone that 

you should also take a look at in order to effectively maximize the conversation.  A conversation can easily 

be misunderstood and/or misinterpreted which can lead to failure in any given situation.  There are six 

things that I want to discuss that are important to consider when communicating with someone or to a 

group of people and they are WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, and HOW.  Most people think of WHO, 

WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY, and HOW as questions to ask when troubleshooting something or someone 

but I am going to explain how to use these valuable questions interconnectively and effectively when you 

communicate with someone or to a group of people.  So read along as I show you that it is not only 

important what you say but who, when, where, why, and how are just as equally important in any 

conversation. 

 

 

Who 

     Who you are communicating with is important because you just don’t talk to everyone the same.  You 

wouldn’t talk to an adult the same way you would a child and vice versa.  Depending on if you were talking 

to some locals or tourists from another country would have a profound impact if you were trying to 

explain directions that only a local would understand.  You wouldn’t talk to a respected dignitary the same 

as you would an old high school friend or drinking buddy.  There is a difference between personal and 

professional to be put into consideration/perspective when who you are talking to is important.  Who you 

are talking to is also important because if you want to get information from someone who would you talk 

to?  Would you talk to someone that is high in the Leadership chain or lower in the Leadership chain?  

Would you talk to an innocent bystander or would you try to talk to someone who was there and saw 

what happened?  So, as you can see, who you are talking to has a profound impact on how, when, where, 

and why you will talk to someone.     
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What 

     What you say or what you don’t say to someone can affect the conversation negatively or positively.  

There are many instances in which what you say could be easily translated into something completely 

different depending on who you said what to and where. For example, if someone was not doing a good 

job and you said that they were, you just established a new standard for what is acceptable by what you 

said.  In another scenario, what you don’t say could easily be misunderstood or misinterpreted.  For 

example, if you constantly ignore someone and don’t say anything to them at all can be misinterpreted as 

you don’t care or know they exist.  It’s a good idea to establish and maintain honest, direct, two-way 

communication channels open, but be careful what you say as it can have different affects on people 

depending on who you are talking to.  It is good practice to say only what is needing to be said, do not add 

any extra verbiage, and be careful as to who is listening because it can easily be misinterpreted from the 

outside looking in if they are not used to how you communicate.         

When 

     When you say something can have an impact on things depending on if it is day or night, early in the 

day or late in the evening, immediately after waking up or just going to bed, just getting to work or leaving 

for the day, and so on.  Some people are very good listeners in the morning while others might need that 

morning cup of coffee before anyone can say anything to them.  When someone is in their car trying to get 

home on a Friday might not be such a good time to drop a bomb on them that something needs to be 

done and it was due today.  Let’s all face it, we have all been in a situation in which you went your whole 

day of work, and someone drops in at the end of the day to drop a task on you in which it mysteriously just 

popped up, and has to be accomplished before you go home.  So, before you drop a huge bomb on 

someone, be aware of when you are doing this because let’s face it not everyone receives messages the 

same depending on when they are transmitted and the results you get in return may surprise you. 

Where 

      Where a conversation happens can play a role in how the conversation is perceived.  Was the 

conversation in a crowded room in which what was said could not be heard?  Was the conversation 

behind closed doors so that only you and the person you were talking to could hear what was said?  Were 

you standing in a checkout line at a convenience store, in a quiet library, in a crowded room?  All of these 

elements of where a conversation happens can have a profound impact on whether what was said was 

even heard or even listened to by the appropriate parties.  For example, you would not reprimand a fellow 

Leader in public so as to humiliate that Leader in front of his/her subordinates.  You would not share 

sensitive information in a check-out line of your local supermarket that could potentially harm you, 

someone you knew, and/or your organization.  So it is essential that you are sensitive and cognizant of 

where you communicate so that you don’t potentially damage the ground a Leader stands on or share 

sensitive information that is going to destroy you, another person, or an organization. 
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Why 

      Why has such an important role to play in which you should always be asking yourself is it even 

important to be communicating with that person.  In other words, why are you talking to this person in the 

first place is a question that has to be answered before you even begin a conversation. Sometimes things 

are better left unsaid and sometimes you really don’t even need to say anything to anyone.  Is what you 

have to say positive?  Is it negative?  Is what you have to say important or can it wait? The importance 

level of the conversation can play a role whether or not you should or shouldn’t talk to a person.  Some 

people are so compelled to the point that they feel they have to talk to someone or that they always have 

to be talking which leads others to ask “why”?  Before you communicate with someone ensure that you 

know why you are talking to them beforehand so that what you say does not lose its impact and/or 

importance. 

How 

      How you talk to someone will depict whether or not you are listened to, heard, interpreted correctly, 

and/or understood.  If you talk at someone instead of to them determines if a person will listen to you or 

not.  Your tone of voice will depict whether the conversation is positive or negative, if the person you are 

talking to is in trouble, being reprimanded, being joked around with, if you are being sarcastic, if you are 

genuine, or even if you are serious.  Depending on whom the person is, and why (situation/circumstances) 

you are talking to them in the first place will depict how you talk to them.  How you talk to someone will 

have a profound impact on future conversations you may have them.  People will remember how you 

talked to them and whether that experience was positive or negative will depict whether or not they want 

to talk to you again and/or listen to what you have to say.  So, if you want people to listen to you then be 

kind, courteous, and respectful when talking to them.    

 

FINAL THOUGHTS 
      

That wraps it up for this edition of The Tank.  Hopefully I shed some light on how important 

it is to effectively communicate with someone and made you aware that who, what, when, 

where, why, and how you you communicate are essential in getting your message across.  

We hope that you have enjoyed reading our newsletter, gained some valuable insight on 

Leadership, and continue to read next month.  Continue to check back often at 

Leadertank.com for updates and new material as we are working hard to get new products 

finished and posted all the time.  Also, don’t forget to watch LeadertankTV on YouTube, 

check out our blog, drop us a line to let us know what you think, join our mailing list, add us 

as a friend on our facebook page, and follow us on twitter.  Keep “fueling your tanks” and 

be the best Leader you can be.                   
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